In 2006, the US FDA issued a ‘Guidance for Industry’ regarding submission of New Drug Applications for pancreatic enzyme replacement therapy (PERT) products. Five oral delayed-release PERT products have been approved by the FDA, and several others are under development and/ or evaluation for New Drug Application submission. We present in this paper recommendations of the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation’s Cystic Fibrosis (CF) Therapeutics Development Network and Data Safety Monitoring Board regarding study design considerations for evaluating PERT products in patients with CF. Careful attention to study design and accuracy of the outcome measures has confirmed our understanding of the efficacy and safety of PERT for the treatment of exocrine pancreatic insufficiency of CF.
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Background
Pancreatic enzyme preparations of porcine or bovine origin were available in the USA for treatment of exocrine pancreatic insufficiency prior to the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act of 1938. As such, these products were not subject to the New Drug Application (NDA) process described in the Code of Federal Regulations (21 CFR Part 314). However, in 2004, the US FDA, after determining that pancreatic enzyme replacement therapy (PERT) products did not meet the requirements of an over the counter preparation, announced that all PERT products must go through an NDA process (Section 505[b][2] applications) as described in the Code of Federal Regulations. As a result, every company marketing PERT products in the USA before April 2004, as well as those seeking marketing authorization for new PERT products, were required to conduct clinical trials demonstrating efficacy and safety, and obtain FDA approval. Since 2009, five oral delayed-release pancreatic enzyme (pancrelipase) products, CREON®, PANCREAZE®, PERTZYE®, ULTRESA™ and ZENPEP®, have received FDA approval for replacement therapy of exocrine pancreatic insufficiency due to CF or other conditions. Other porcine-based PERT products are under development and/or evaluation for NDA submission.

The FDA published a draft guidance entitled ‘Guidance for Industry Exocrine Pancreatic Insufficiency Drug Products – Submitting NDAs’, which was finalized in 2006 [2,106]. Section VI of that document outlined considerations for clinical trial development including study designs and outcome measures for efficacy and safety.
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Within this document, the FDA recommended three possible study designs:

- Parallel;
- Randomized withdrawal;
- Crossover designs.

It also stated that 'placebo may be appropriate' as long as a rescue protocol was established to protect the subjects.

It is understandable that the FDA has recommended that PERT products be closely regulated with reference to chemistry, manufacturing and controls, and be required to demonstrate both efficacy and safety. However, the burden of proving efficacy and safety falls upon patients with CF, since they comprise the largest group of users of PERT products. Several principles should be emphasized:

- Study designs and outcome measures must be optimized to ensure validity of the study results so that efficacious and safe products will be approved quickly, and products lacking efficacy or safety will be identified;
- Study designs using placebo should minimize the number of subjects receiving placebo and its duration in order to lessen the risk to this vulnerable population;
- Special considerations should be given to studying PERT in children who are too young to consent, or even assent, to studies.

This paper outlines recommendations of the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation’s CF Therapeutics Development Network and Data Safety Monitoring Board regarding studies of PERT products. Careful attention to study design and accuracy of the outcome measures has confirmed our understanding of the efficacy and safety of PERT for the treatment of CF-associated exocrine pancreatic insufficiency.

**Efficacy outcome measures**

**Coefficient of fat absorption**

The coefficient of fat absorption (CFA) is the current standard for evaluating the efficacy of PERT products, although there is a dearth of evidence demonstrating that CFA correlates with clinically relevant outcomes. The CFA is determined by a fat balance study employing a 72 h controlled high-fat diet and quantitative stool collection. The CFA is defined as fat intake (g) minus fat excreted (g)/fat intake (g), and, after multiplying by 100, is expressed as a percentage. The CFA is a composite measure of all of the mechanisms that can lead to fat malabsorption, and does not directly measure fat maldigestion caused by pancreatic insufficiency. So, what is a clinically relevant change in CFA? Absorption of an additional 10% (10 g of a 100 g fat/day diet at 9 calories/g of fat) could lead to an additional 90 calories/day, or 32,850 calories/year, equivalent to slightly more than a 9 lb weight gain/year, which is a clinically meaningful weight gain in a patient with CF. Others have argued that a 5% increase in CFA is clinically relevant [3]. It should be pointed out that here, and throughout the rest of this paper, the percent change indicates an absolute difference rather than a relative one (e.g., a change in CFA from 60 to 70% may be referred to as a 10% increase, but represents a 16.7% relative improvement). Since most of the PERT products studied in patients with CF resulted in a 30% or greater increase in CFA compared with placebo in a substantial number of studies [4–9], this effect size could be the benchmark for short-term efficacy studies; however, PERT products demonstrating a <30% increase in CFA on treatment compared with placebo have also been approved by the FDA [10]. Of note, a systematic review of the literature was unable to find sufficient evidence to establish a dose-response association between PERT products and CFA or growth [11]. Potential confounders of studies of PERT products and possible new outcome measures in patients with CF have also been reviewed [12]. Other factors besides malabsorption contribute to fat excretion; however, any impact of PERT on absorption would indicate efficacy. Although several efficacy measures have been used, at the time this paper has been written, the primary outcome measure for short-term studies of the efficacy of PERT products should be the CFA. Factors for performance of research-quality fat balance studies are listed in Box 1 [13–16].

**Controlled high-fat diet**

The high-fat diet used for measurement of CFA should be supervised by a dietitian and optimally contain 2 g of fat/kg of body weight/day or 60 g of fat/m²/day, although an arbitrary dose of approximately 100 g of fat/day is typically used. Of note, 100 g of fat/day may be a reduction in caloric intake for many patients with CF. For studies involving a wide range of ages (and thus body size), fat intake based on the per m² or per kg of body weight of the subject is preferable. Investigators designing studies in infants should be aware that the recommended dietary fat intake/kg of body weight for healthy infants is much higher than in older individuals. Infants with CF and exocrine pancreatic insufficiency will need an even greater fat intake because of increased malabsorption. Investigators also need to be aware that the source and composition of various milks and formulas can markedly affect the amount of fat excreted, even for a similar fat intake. In Fomon et al.’s classic studies,
Use of stool dye markers given at the beginning and the end of the 72-h controlled diet. The first stool containing dye should be discarded. The collection should continue up to and including the first stool marked by the second dye marker. The use of FD&C Blue Dye #2 is preferred;

- Stool collection should be weighed;
- There should be a prospective plan to record lost stool, with minimums set for completion of collection;
- Stool fat should be analyzed in a central reference laboratory by a standardized method that should be reported in any published results;
- Stool nitrogen should be analyzed in a central laboratory by the Dumas combustion method or other equivalent methodology;
- The coefficient of fat absorption should be calculated as follows and expressed as a percentage:

$$\frac{\text{total fat intake (g/day)} - \text{total fat excreted (g/day)}}{\text{total fat intake (g/day)}} \times 100$$

- The coefficient of nitrogen absorption is calculated in the same way using nitrogen intake and nitrogen excreted. Note that most nutrient analysis programs report in grams of protein, not nitrogen (1 g of protein divided by 6.2 = 1 g of nitrogen);
- Fat balance studies should not be performed on subjects who are not in a stable state of health, or who are receiving antibiotics for an acute illness or other medications that affect intestinal motility, maldigestion or malabsorption.

### Box 1. Factors for performance of research-quality stool fat balance studies for calculation of coefficient of fat and coefficient of nitrogen absorption.

- Research-quality stool fat and nitrogen balance studies should ideally be performed in a clinical research unit or other monitored setting. Balance studies should include:
  - A 48-h wash-out period prior to initiation of a 72-h controlled fat and protein diet;
  - A high-fat diet (optimally 2 g/kg/day or 60 g/m²/day, or otherwise 100 g/day) planned by a research dietitian and with intake verified by objective measures;
  - A protein intake of 2 g/kg/day provided in a diet planned by a research dietitian and with intake verified by objective measures;
  - Use of stool dye markers given at the beginning and the end of the 72-h controlled diet. The first stool containing dye should be discarded. The collection should continue up to and including the first stool marked by the second dye marker. The use of FD&C Blue Dye #2 is preferred;
  - Stool collection should be weighed;
  - There should be a prospective plan to record lost stool, with minimums set for completion of collection;
  - Stool fat should be analyzed in a central reference laboratory by a standardized method that should be reported in any published results;
  - Stool nitrogen should be analyzed in a central laboratory by the Dumas combustion method or other equivalent methodology;
  - The coefficient of fat absorption should be calculated as follows and expressed as a percentage:

$$\frac{\text{total fat intake (g/day)} - \text{total fat excreted (g/day)}}{\text{total fat intake (g/day)}} \times 100$$

- The coefficient of nitrogen absorption is calculated in the same way using nitrogen intake and nitrogen excreted. Note that most nutrient analysis programs report in grams of protein, not nitrogen (1 g of protein divided by 6.2 = 1 g of nitrogen);
- Fat balance studies should not be performed on subjects who are not in a stable state of health, or who are receiving antibiotics for an acute illness or other medications that affect intestinal motility, maldigestion or malabsorption.

Stool collection

Ideally, the beginning and end of the stool collection is determined through the use of dye markers that are taken orally 72 h apart from each other after the start of the controlled high-fat diet. Although Carmine Red has been used in the past, most recent studies utilized FD&C Blue Dye #2. The blue color is easier to see in stool. Of note, studies to determine the correct dosing of dye markers in infants and young children have not been published. The colloquially termed ‘72-h stool collection’ takes longer than 72 h, since the appearance of the both the first and second dye markers require a transit time through the digestive tract. Validity of the fat balance study is highly dependent on the proper collection of the number of stools defined by the markers. It is most accurate when the stools are collected and observed for markers by trained research staff, and therefore should preferably be done in a research setting. The lack of dose information on oral dye markers, and the inadvisability of inpatient stays, make this ideal methodology difficult to achieve in infants and young children.

Stool fat measurement

Methodology for measuring the fat content of stool has been available for many decades, with the gravimetric assay of van de Kamer or modifications of this assay being used most often. The van de Kamer method is limited by inability to detect medium chain length fats and fatty acids. These can be determined by the less widely used Jeejeebhoy gravimetric method. Recently, measurement of stool fat by NMR spectroscopy has gained acceptance as an alternative to the standard gravimetric method. NMR fat determination strongly correlates with the gravimetric method, and has good inter- and intra-assay precision and linearity. Fat content is generally based on obtaining and analyzing stool collected over several days, not on single stools. NMR spectroscopy determines the percentage of fat in the stool collection, and by knowing the weight of the entire stool collection, the results can be reported as grams of fat per 24 h. It is recommended that stool fat analyses be performed at a central research laboratory to decrease the variability of the results.

The steatocrit method for determining stool fat is based on a capillary tube filled with stool that is spun to separate solids from the fat layer, and by determining the ratio of the two. Although it is a simple method in part because the test is generally performed on a single stool specimen, results are not very reproducible. A modification of the
stearocrit is based on pretreating the sample with acid for more effective separation into lipid and water phases [18]. However, this technique showed correlation with CFA in only one of three arms of a crossover trial [19]. Nevertheless, its use has been accepted by the FDA for evaluation of a PERT product in young children with CF [7].

Another method for determining fat excretion on a spot stool specimen relies on the co-administration of a 13C-labeled triglyceride, dysprosium chloride (a non-absorbable marker) and a stool dye marker [20]. Assuming that the three substances transit the intestine at the same rate, the ratio of fecal 13C-labeled triglyceride and dysprosium is determined in a stool specimen (that is colored by the dye marker), permitting quantitation of triglyceride excretion. Studies in patients with CF have shown good correlation between this method and the CFA obtained from a 72-h stool collection [21]. This method has not yet been employed in a clinical trial of PERT.

- Other measures of fat absorption

Methods to evaluate fat absorption that do not rely on stool collections have been proposed, such as the 13C breath test. This test has the advantage of integrating the effects of gastric emptying on fat absorption. 13C breath tests have been used in several small series of subjects with CF, and may be useful to determine PERT efficacy [22–24]. There is scant information in the literature correlating these tests with CFA, thus, this test cannot be recommended at this time as a replacement for CFA determinations.

Pharmacokinetic-type tests have also been proposed to study fat absorption. These involve the ingestion of a marker nutrient that is then measured in a blood sample taken at baseline and at intervals after the test meal [25,26]. These tests could have the advantage of being more precise measures, and possibly require a shorter time period of study, compared with collecting stool for determining CFA. These tests may also yield information about the timing of fat absorption. Ideally, fat would be digested and absorbed fairly proximally in the gastrointestinal tract. Disadvantages include the variability of gastric emptying and the need for indwelling catheters or repeated venipuncture, which could be problematic in infants and young children. Given that these tests are still being developed, they are not yet ready to be recommended as alternatives to the CFA measure.

- Measures of protein & carbohydrate

As PERT also impacts protein digestion, the coefficient of nitrogen absorption as a measure of protein digestion should optimally be determined in addition to the CFA. The coefficient of nitrogen absorption would be considered a secondary outcome measure. There is presently no validated measure for carbohydrate absorption and therefore a standard measurement cannot be recommended at this time. This makes the study of PERT efficacy difficult, especially since comparator studies often standardize the treatment arms based on the lipase dose but not the protease or amylase dose [27,28], which could affect reports of subjective symptoms.

- Clinical & patient reported outcomes

Weight gain
Weight gain or growth in children, and maintenance of weight in older individuals, can be used as supporting evidence for the efficacy of PERT in individuals with exocrine pancreatic insufficiency. However, use of this outcome requires long-term studies and is not at all appropriate for placebo-controlled trials of PERT products. Weight loss would be an adverse event in a short-term study that employs a placebo, or could be an outcome in a long-term comparator study, and should be closely monitored.

Patient-reported outcomes
Patient-reported outcomes are being developed to study pulmonary outcomes in patients with CF, but little work has focused on standardizing these for gastrointestinal outcomes. Despite common clinical practice to adapt the PERT dose to symptoms, one large cross-sectional study did not support that PERT dose correlates with symptoms, weight or CFA in clinically stable patients [29]. CFA correlates with number and weight of stools in some, but not all studies [28,30]. The Cystic Fibrosis Questionnaire-Revised includes questions about gastrointestinal symptoms and so could be employed [31]; however, one study of a PERT product showed positive improvements in CFA versus placebo but no change in Cystic Fibrosis Questionnaire-Revised scores [32]. Recently published studies of PERT products have employed a variety of scores of symptoms and signs [6,7,9,10]. Stool frequency (number of bowel movements) and stool characteristics are commonly reported as well. These data can provide valuable supporting evidence for PERT efficacy.

- Study design

There are three main study designs recommended in the FDA guidance that could utilize placebo as a comparator: parallel design (referred to as parallel reintroduction design in this paper), randomized withdrawal design (referred to as parallel withdrawal design in this paper) and crossover design. These designs are discussed below and presented in Figure 1, within the context of using CFA as a primary end point in these studies.
Parallel reintroduction design

In a parallel reintroduction design, patients would be randomized in a 1:1 fashion to receive either a PERT product or placebo. Prior to randomization, a baseline CFA would be obtained from each patient starting after the patient has been off enzymes for at least 48 h. A second CFA measurement would be obtained while the patient was on the study drug (PERT product or placebo). The primary efficacy measure would be the change in CFA from baseline to end-of-study drug exposure. A major disadvantage of the parallel reintroduction design is the greater number of total periods (and thus days) for which patients need to either be off of enzymes or on placebo as compared with either a parallel withdrawal or crossover design. Each period on placebo (or active enzyme) lasts 6–8 days to allow sufficient time to complete the stool collection for CFA assessment, which is not a trivial amount of time off PERT. Patients randomized to placebo at the outset will have two consecutive periods for which they are not receiving PERT, which puts these patients at more risk of having adverse events attributed not receiving a PERT product. None of the eight clinical trials assessing PERT products cited in this paper utilized the parallel reintroduction design, presumably because of these design disadvantages.

If CFA is used as a measure of pancreatic malabsorption, the sample size requirements for the parallel reintroduction design comparing placebo and PERT groups can be based on a two-sample t-test comparing the difference in average CFA from baseline to end of study drug exposure. Based on estimates from the literature, and assuming conservative estimates for the standard deviations, a sample size of approximately 12 per treatment group (24 total) would provide 90% power to detect at least a 30% increase in CFA in the PERT group as compared with placebo (assuming a type I error of 5%, and a standard deviation of 10% in the active group and 28% in the placebo group). This study design requires twice as many subjects as a crossover design.

Parallel withdrawal design

To minimize the time during which patients are not taking enzymes with their meals, a parallel withdrawal design could be used. This design includes a run-in phase in which the PERT product is administered to all patients. The baseline CFA measurement is taken while patients are on PERT, rather than when they are off PERT (as in the parallel reintroduction design). The second CFA measure is then determined on the randomized subjects at the end of study drug administration (placebo or PERT product), and the difference between the end of study drug and baseline CFA is used as the primary outcome measure. In some parallel withdrawal studies, only patients who respond and achieve...
stabilization with a predetermined level of CFA on an ‘optimal’ dose of the PERT product are randomized [3,10]. However, a significant number of patients with CF do not achieve CFA on treatment that is thought to be ‘optimal’ [33], thus bringing into question whether the results of this latter type of stabilization study are generalizable to the CF population as a whole. Moreover, it is also possible that a ‘responder’ (achieving a predetermined high level for CFA) to the PERT product under study is not necessarily a responder, but rather has only mild malabsorption. In such patients, demonstrating a difference in malabsorption between the active drug and placebo becomes more difficult. In other parallel withdrawal studies, all patients are randomized to either placebo or PERT, irrespective of their baseline CFA. This approach is less biased.

The sample size recommendations for this design are similar to those for the parallel reintroduction design, although the assumption for this design is that those randomized to PERT will maintain CFA stabilization, while patients randomized to placebo would experience a 30% or greater decrease in CFA, indicating worsening fat absorption. Thus, the overall treatment effect and variability assumptions are the same between a parallel reintroduction design and a parallel withdrawal design, but there are fewer courses off enzyme or on placebo in a parallel withdrawal design. Two of the eight clinical trials assessing PERT products cited in this paper utilized the parallel withdrawal design [4,10].

Crossover design

The most frequently used schema for studies of PERT products is the crossover design, as evidenced by five of the eight PERT efficacy and safety clinical trials cited in this paper utilizing this design [5–9]. The results of a sixth previously unpublished trial using the crossover design is presented in this issue of Clinical Investigation as an example of the most frequently used study design for assessing PERT products [34].

In these studies, patients are randomized 1:1 in a crossover fashion to enzyme–placebo or placebo–enzyme. The CFA is determined during both periods (once while on enzyme and once while on placebo). An important assumption of this design is that the CFA at the beginning of each of the two treatment periods is equivalent, which eliminates the need to determine CFA measurements immediately prior to the administration of each study drug. This design permits a statistical analysis that utilizes a paired t-test whereby each patient serves as his or her own control. Compared with traditional parallel reintroduction designs, crossover designs often reduce between-subject variability and provide more statistical power at a given sample size. However, this advantage could be negated by the observation that within-subject variation of CFA can be quite large [35,36]. Assuming that the unmeasured within-subject variation CFA at the beginning of each of the two treatment periods are equivalent, and assuming a conservative estimate for the standard deviation of 28% for the difference between CFA measurements and type I error of 5%, a sample size of 12 patients would provide approximately 92% power to detect at least a 30% increase in CFA on PERT as compared with placebo. This is half the number of subjects required compared with parallel reintroduction or withdrawal designs. However, crossover studies comparing PERT with placebo have included approximately the same number of subjects as other study designs in order to collect safety data [5–9]. Another advantage of the crossover design is that for a given effect size, the number of courses off enzyme or on placebo is half of that required for a parallel reintroduction or withdrawal design, reducing the risk for adverse events.

Crossover designs require the patient to return to baseline conditions between the two treatment periods to minimize carryover effects, as this is a major assumption that eliminates the need for baseline CFA measurements at the beginning of each study drug period. Many crossover designs include run-in and/or ‘stabilization’ periods with the new PERT, both before randomization and in place of a traditional washout period between the crossover periods. Thus, patients who are randomized to active drug first will have three concurrent sessions of enzymes (run-in, active phase and run-in) prior to receiving placebo, which raises the question of the comparability of data with patients who are randomized to placebo first. This can impose a bias in the data that may not be able to be accounted for in the analysis.

Use of placebo & challenges of study design in young children

The FDA guidance clearly states that PERT product approval must also include pediatric patients, because children with CF make up a significant portion of the target population. Sponsors are also encouraged to develop age appropriate formulations for children. At present, capsules are opened, or in the case of one new formulation of pancrealipase, dosed using a standardized scoop [27], the enteric-coated beads are mixed with soft food and are given to the patient with feedings. These beads cannot be crushed or chewed as this will destroy the enteric coating and inactivate the enzymes within. Of note, this method of administration of PERT products has been used for decades with clinical success, and thus might be considered as an age-appropriate formulation for young children. However, development of formulations specifically for infants and
young children is encouraged. Studies for improving our understanding of when to initiate and how to dose PERT products in infants and very young children has become an even more important issue as newborn screening has become more widespread in the USA and elsewhere in the world. These questions are more critical than the establishment of efficacy versus placebo in infants and young children who have been proven to be pancreatic insufficient.

Growth is critical for infants and toddlers, so even several days off enzymes to obtain a CFA poses a more than minimal risk. Infants and toddlers cannot easily express abdominal pain, and toddlers are prone to stool withholding. Exposure to placebo would not offer a compensating prospect for direct benefit, and because of the possibility for both weight loss and bowel obstruction, the increased risk of placebo exposure is more than a minor increase over conventional risk [37]. Thus, the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation Data Safety Monitoring Board and the Therapeutics Development Network recommend that children below the age of consent (younger than 7 years of age) should not be subjected to a period of placebo or off enzymes.

CFA or other outcomes based on structured diets and timed stool collections can be problematic in toddlers. Toddlers may have very erratic dietary patterns, making it difficult to assure a standardized daily intake of fat. Interference with toileting can cause behavioral problems, and stool withholding can make it extremely difficult to assure that a representative or complete stool collection has been obtained. Although marker-to-marker stool collections for the determination of CFA are best achieved in an inpatient research setting, concerns regarding unnecessary exposure of a young child to infection in a hospital setting suggest that these studies should be performed at home, recognizing that accuracy of the CFA will probably be compromised. Thus, alternatives to the classic CFA have been proposed. Samples from individual stools are easier to obtain than a timed collection making this an appealing option, but the reason for a timed collection is that stool fat losses are not constant from stool to stool, partly because fat intake varies from meal to meal, and partly due to variable absorption of fat from the intestinal tract. For these reasons development of a non-stool based measure of PERT efficacy is sorely needed, especially one that can be used in very young children.

One potential solution to the dilemma of avoiding placebo but needing an evidence base for dosing would be to conduct a dose-comparison study and follow a clinically relevant and objective outcome, such as rate of weight gain to prove PERT efficacy. This would be easier to accomplish expeditiously in young infants who have a very rapid rate of weight gain [38]; using weight gain as an outcome would require longer study duration in preschool age children (many months, possibly a year). Moreover, a study design that has weight gain as the primary end point would need to incorporate close follow-up visits and a rescue plan for lack of appropriate weight gain, particularly for infants. One might consider either an adaptation of the PERT (e.g., higher dose), or if fat excretion does not appear to be excessive, nutrition intervention should be considered (e.g., increased caloric-density of infant formula). In the latter case, the primary end point could be ‘time to nutritional intervention’ based on a predetermined level of insufficient weight gain. The benefits of this end point are that it allows physicians to intervene when needed without compromising the primary outcome of the trial when such interventional changes may occur. A potential drawback is that a range of factors can contribute to poor weight gain in infants [39], these potential confounders would need to be addressed.

■ Safety outcome measures

The following parameters should be assessed for all PERT studies. All animal-based enzyme products contain significant amounts of purines, which are metabolized to uric acid. Hyperuricemia and uricosuria have been reported [5,40]. Thus, blood levels of uric acid and a single spot urine analysis for the uric acid to creatinine ratio [41] should be measured in studies of porcine PERT products. Other blood studies should be included for standard safety measures, including alanine aminotransferase, aspartate aminotransferase, gamma-glutamyl transferase, chemistry panel and complete blood count. It should be noted that these laboratory values can vary greatly over time in patients with CF [42], and that the normal ranges for CF patients may be different than for healthy volunteers. The exact pathogenesis of fibrosing colonopathy, a complication of high doses of PERT products [43–45], remains unclear; but a measure of direct toxicity of PERT on intestinal mucosa would be an important safety parameter, especially in infants. Stool analysis including detection of stool heme and stool white blood cell counts is likely to be of limited value because swallowed purulent sputum that could contain blood may confound the results, and because the incidence and prevalence of these abnormalities is unknown.

Malabsorption of fat can lead to low levels of fat soluble vitamins. Pancreatic enzymes improve fat absorption, and treatment with PERT leads to increases in alpha-tocopherol (vitamin E) levels, although other factors can also affect serum vitamin levels. Maintenance of normal micronutrient status over time should be documented in long-term safety studies of PERT. One can see changes in serum levels of alpha-tocopherol approximately 28 days after supplementation has been initiated using d-alpha-tocopheryl succinate (the common form in tablets and multivitamins), and after 3 weeks when using d-alpha
tocopherol and its acetate ester (found in softgels) [46,47]. Changes in alpha tocopherols levels should not be measured as a safety parameter for any period of time shorter than 4 weeks.

An important safety consideration for any of the placebo-controlled study designs discussed above would be the need for rescue and a return to the PERT product that the patient was using prior to the trial. The most concerning and serious acute gastrointestinal adverse event is intestinal obstruction. Patients with CF may develop distal intestinal obstructive syndrome, which has occurred in published PERT trials, primarily with exposure to placebo [4,5,48]. Placebo exposure has also been associated with an increased incidence of abdominal pain, diarrhea, cramping and flatulence. Thus patients must be closely monitored and evaluated for these symptoms. In order to ensure consistency across studies for classification of distal intestinal obstructive syndrome, a standard definition should be used, such as that proposed by the European Society for Paediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology, and Nutrition Cystic Fibrosis Working Group [49].

- Concomitant medications

Some CF patients are prescribed acid-reducing medications (antacids, histamine-2 blockers and/or proton pump inhibitors) for optimizing the efficacy of PERT, while some patients are prescribed these medications for the treatment or prevention of gastrointestinal symptoms. Some PERT studies have required that patients refrain from taking these medications for the duration of the study [10]. The rationale for excluding the use of these medications is to reduce any confounding effect they may have on the efficacy of the PERT product [12,35]. There is no clear consensus as to whether these concomitant medications should be eliminated. Exclusion of these medications could be considered important in order to have an accurate measurement of change in CFA. However, for those patients taking these medications, discontinuation may be a deterrent to enrollment and may also delay enrollment, as well as have an adverse outcome in those patients taking these medications for the treatment of gastrointestinal symptoms. Since the use of acid-reducing medicines are commonly used in the management of CF patients, there is a strong rationale for studying PERT efficacy in the presence of these medications, especially if the patients are already taking them. Since these medications can affect CFA, a strategy for balanced allocation of subjects to each dosing arm should be considered. Other medications are often excluded during PERT trials for their potential effect on gastrointestinal motility, which may affect the frequency of bowel movements and characteristics of stool. Among these are certain antibiotics known to affect motility, and laxatives (e.g., macrolides).

Future perspective

These recommendations from the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation’s CF Therapeutics Development Network and Data Safety Monitoring Board focus on the design of PERT studies for the express purpose of conducting these studies in accordance with the FDA guidance for submission of NDAs for PERT products. Feasibility and safety considerations were included among the recommendations for study design and procedures. There is an ongoing need for developing a specific test of absorption of fat to assess PERT products, rather than relying on measuring fat excretion. There is also an ongoing need for other types of well-designed clinical trials of enzyme therapy in the CF population. Unaddressed issues include the relationship between CFA and long-term clinical efficacy, the relationship between dose and clinical response, the duration of effect of a dose and the optimal timing of dosing, and the comparative effectiveness of various PERT products, among others. The study of the efficacy and safety of PERT products in infants and young children is particularly challenging. Now that CF newborn screening is nearly universal, studies addressing how to determine the starting dose and how to adjust dosing of PERT products are needed. Careful attention to study design and accuracy of outcome measures for all ages will advance our understanding of the efficacy and safety of PERT for the treatment of CF-associated exocrine pancreatic insufficiency.
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Executive summary

Study designs for evaluating pancreatic enzyme replacement therapy products in patients with cystic fibrosis must be optimized to ensure validity of study results

- Parallel reintroduction, parallel withdrawal, and crossover designs are the recommended designs for short-term efficacy and safety studies of porcine-based pancreatic enzyme replacement therapy (PERT) products. The crossover design evaluating a PERT product versus placebo is most frequently used.
- Crossover designs require half the number of subjects to demonstrate efficacy compared with other study designs.

Outcome measures for the evaluation of PERT products in patients with cystic fibrosis must be robust to assess efficacy & safety

- The preferred primary short-term efficacy outcome measure is the difference in the coefficient of fat absorption between PERT and placebo, obtained through carefully conducted timed fat-balance studies. Adherence to a controlled high-fat diet and a 72-h stool collection using dye markers in an in-patient clinical research setting is recommended.
- Specific tests of absorption rather than excretion of fat (and nitrogen) are preferred, but not yet ready for clinical trials seeking marketing approval of PERT products.
- Common secondary efficacy measures include coefficient of nitrogen absorption, weight gain, symptom frequency and severity, number of bowel movements, weight of stool and other stool characteristics.
- Monitoring for safety during treatment and placebo periods should include assessments for weight loss, abdominal pain and intestinal obstruction (constipation). Blood and urine should be assessed for uric acid.

Special considerations should be given to studying PERT in children who are unable to consent or assent to studies

- The Cystic Fibrosis Foundation Data Safety Monitoring Board and the Therapeutics Development Network recommend that children below the age of assent and consent (<7 years of age) should not be subjected to a period of placebo or off enzymes.
- Coefficient of fat absorption or other outcomes based on structured diets and timed stool collections are difficult to perform in infants and toddlers. Development of a non-stool based measure of PERT efficacy is sorely needed.
- Assessing growth (e.g., rate of weight gain) in a dose-comparison study might provide additional evidence for PERT efficacy in infants and young children. Longer study duration and close monitoring would be required.
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- A crossover design with placebo that was included in the NDA submission for the approval of ULTRESA™.


- A parallel withdrawal design with placebo that was included in the NDA submission for the approval of PANCREAZE®.
Special report, from a Cystic Fibrosis Foundation Workshop that included experts from the USA and Europe from both academia and industry, provides an overview of CF gastrointestinal disease, PERT and methods to measure fat absorption.


Assessed the relationship between PERT and growth, abdominal pain, constipation, gassiness and number of stools in 1110 patients with CF.


A cross-over design with placebo that was included in the NDA submission for PERTZYNE®.


Provides guidance regarding timed stool collections and the use of coefficient of fat absorption, including its limitations, as an outcome measure for PERT trials in CF.


A large multinational, randomized, placebo-controlled trial in 1110 children aged 6 months to 12 years with cystic fibrosis and pancreatic insufficiency to assess the efficacy and safety of the investigational drug PERTZYNE® in a once-daily dosing regimen for the treatment of pancreatic insufficiency in this population. The study included a 12-week treatment period followed by a 2-week treatment-free period to assess safety. The primary outcome measure for PERT trials in CF is the Cystic Fibrosis Questionnaire (CFQ) in the United States: a health-related quality of life measure for cystic fibrosis. Chest 128, 2347–2354 (2005).


### Websites

- [Prescribing information for CREON®](www.rxabbott.com/pdf/creon_PI.pdf)
- [Prescribing information for PANCREAZE®](www.pancreaze.net/pdf/PANCREAZE.pdf)
- [Prescribing information for PERTZYME®](www.digestivecare.com/PDFs/NDA%20022175%20APPROVAL%2017MAY2012_PI&MG.pdf)
- [Prescribing information for ULTRESATM](www.aptalispharma.com/pdf/ultresa_info.pdf)
- [Prescribing information for ZENPEP®](www.zenpep.com/pdf/prescribing-info.pdf)